Oswego State
Campus Recreation – Intramural Sports

Tennis Rules

Divisions:
A. There will be a Men’s singles, Women’s singles, and a Open Doubles division for this tournament.
B. All participants must bring their SUNY Oswego ID card to each match.

Location:
Matches will be played at the tennis courts on New Campus.

Scoring:
All matches will be an 8 game pro set with “ad or duce” scoring; therefore, the first player to win 8 games wins the match. If a match is tied 7-7, the 12 Point Tie-Breaker will be used. All other NCAA Tennis rules apply.

Rules for the 12 Point Tie-Breaker:
Singles: "A" serves the first and 2nd points (from left and then right court);"B" serves points 3 and 4 (left and right);"A" serves 5 and 6; players switch sides, "B" serves 7 and 8; "A" serves 9 and 10;"B" serves 11 and 12. If the score is still tied, players switch sides and continue until one player is winning by two points.

Time:
A. There is a 60-minute time limit for each match; at that point the person ahead in the match will get the win.
B. A forfeit will be declared if a player or team is not at the court ready to play by 5 minutes after the scheduled start time.

Equipment:
Campus Recreation will supply equipment as needed. Please come to each match in proper attire.